Single enhancing computerized tomography-detected lesion in immunocompetent patients.
Single enhancing computerized tomography (CT)-documented lesions may occur in several infectious and neoplastic diseases of the central nervous system and are the most common radiological abnormality seen in patients with acute-onset seizures in India and many other developing countries. Similar CT-documented lesions have also been reported in the developed world where these lesions are often considered to be caused by neoplasms or tuberculoma. Histopathological studies in India and even in some developed countries revealed that neurocysticercosis (NCC) is the most likely cause of these lesions provided they fulfill a rigid set of clinical and radiological criteria. Single cysticercus granuloma measures less than 20 mm in diameter, may be associated with cerebral edema not severe enough to produce midline shift, and occur in patients with seizures, normal neurological status, and no evidence of active systemic disease. When these lesions resolve spontaneously, either disappearing or changing into a calcified nodule, the diagnosis of NCC is very likely. The second most common cause of these CT-detected lesions is tuberculoma; in patients with these lesions similar clinical and neuroimaging features are also present. Few authors believe that in poor and developing countries, where both tuberculosis and NCC are common, it is difficult to differentiate between tuberculoma and a single cysticercal granuloma. The most interesting feature of these solitary enhancing lesions is their spontaneous disappearance within weeks or months. Some lesions "heal" by becoming calcified. These patients require only antiepileptic therapy, and this medication may be withdrawn safely after the lesion has resolved on CT scanning. In several studies provision of anticysticercal drugs has been attempted, but because of conflicting results, their role in the management of these single lesions is uncertain. Neurosurgeons have a very limited role to play. In very rare situations, if the lesion increases in size and if focal neurological deficits manifest or seizures are uncontrolled, a brain biopsy sample may be required and histopathological evaluation performed to establish the correct diagnosis.